





















































? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ??1999?2004??GRI
?Global Reporting Initiative? ? ? ? ? ? ?












Progress of Voluntary Information and Pilot Survey of Environmental Cost Accounting 
Information, Environmental Management Related Index, and Integrated Environmental Impact Assessment
  ??????????














































































































































































































?Comparative Risk Assessment, 1995 : USEPA??
C M L?G o e d k o o p , 1992??E D I P?D e n m a r k 
































































Hauschild, 1998??ExternE?1995, 1998 : EC??
?????
??????????????????????
???JEPIX?Environmental Policy Priorities 
Index for Japan, 2001????????????
??????????????????????
?????LIME?Life-cycle Impact assessment 





































2011? 25 19?76? 44
2010? 29 18?91? 47
2009? 30 19?72? 49
2008? 27 10?50? 37
2007? 21 10?65? 31
2006? 15  5?13? 20
2005? 21  3? 7? 24
2004? 14  4?12? 18
2003?  8  1? 8?  9
2002?  4 0  4
2001?  1 0  1




























2011? 115 3 2 29 14 163
2010? 132 3 3 30 16 184
2009? 149 6 5 35 15 210
2008? 160 4 3 37 19 223
2007? 147 5 3 36 18 209
2006? 137 5 5 29 26 202
2005? 126 4 6 27 23 186
2004? 110 4 6 15 22 157
2003? 81 2 5  7 23 118
2002? 54 1 7  5 10  77
2001? 32 1 5  2  5  45
2000? 16 0 5  1  1  23
1999? 4 1 1  2  0   8
1998? 0 0 0  1  0   1
1997? 0 1 0  0  0   1
1996? 0 0 0  0  0   0
1995? 0 0 0  0  0   0







2011? 13?46? 10?36? 23? 82?
2010? 11?58?  8?28? 19? 86?
2009? 10?30?  7?28? 17? 58?
2008? 15?52? 10?30? 25? 82?
2007? 11?34? 12?52? 23? 86?
2006? 17?43? 15?59? 32?102?
2005? 15?37? 14?72? 29?109?
2004? 10?44?  8?29? 18? 73?
2003?  1? 3?  1? 3?  2?  6?
2002? 0 0 0
2001? 0 0 0
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